In our previous paper, we obtained a reverse Hrlder's type inequality which gives an upper bound of the difference: As applications, considering special cases, we induce some difference and ratio operator inequalities. Finally, using the geometric mean in the Kubo-Ando theory we shall give a reverse Hrlder's type operator inequality for noncommutative operators.
INTRODUCTION
This paper is a continuation of our paper [7] . In this paper, we assume that real numbers p > 1, q > satisfy lip + 1/q 1.
The H61der inequality is one of the most important inequalities in analysis: If a (al an) and b (bl bn) are n-mples of nonnegative numbers, then (E a)I/P(E bqk) llq >--E akbk.
In [7] , we introduced a complementary inequality derived from (1), i.e., (E a/)I/P(E bqk) l/q ) E a,bk <_ nMM2Fo(2) for 2 > 0 under certain conditions (see Theorem A and F0(2) is defined there). We consider the operator version of this inequality, i.e., we give an estimation of the following difference" (APx, x 1/p(Bqx, x l/q 2(ABx, x) (2) for commuting positive operators A and B on a Hilbert space H satisfying 0 < m < A < M, 0 < m2 _< B < M2, ml < MI and m2 < M2 (3) and for a unit vector x 6 H. We show MiMz.Fo (2) .as the upper bound of (2), i.e., (APx, x)I/p(Bqx, x) 1/q 2(ABx, x) < MMzFo(2),
which we call a reverse H61der's type operator inequality. We derive some other inequalities which are given for p q 2 and B I (I is the identity operator) in (4 
and the following Gheorghiu inequality [4] (or a reverse H61der's inequality [10, p.685] ) is obtained:
Now we give a reverse H61der's type operator inequality, that is, an operator version of (6) . We also consider the special cases of 2 1 and 2 20. 
where Fo(2) is the constant defined by (7) . Furthermore the following facts hold:
defined by (9) and the following inequality holds
Proof (2) and hence we have the desired inequality (l 1).
Furthermore we easily have (12) and (13) , putting in (11), respectively.
We remark that the difference inequality (12) was obtained in [6, Theorem 4.3] as an operator version of (8) , and that the ratio inequality (13) [6] and the inequality (18) was given in [2] , [3] , [9] , [11] . Proof Let p-q-2 in Theorem 1. Then we obtain the desired inequalities by using the same method as [7, Theorem 4.3] .
The inequality (19) was given in [6] . The inequality (20) is a commutative operator version of the P61ya-Szeg6 inequality [12] , [10, with a weight pk > 0 (k 1,2 n) with pk 1. In particular, we obtain the following corollary, putting p q 2 in isthecnstantdefinedby (9) (26)
